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30 June 2011 

 

MEDIA RELEASE 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

 

THE DREAM TRAVELS EXHIBITION      

 

Four of Brisbane’s most exciting artists  

collaborate beyond all boundaries 

 

The Dream Travels Exhibition is a showcase of dynamic new works by some of Brisbane’s most prolific 

graffiti artists Sofles and Treaz and celebrated fine artists Maryanne Oliver and Yuin Huz.  On Friday 22 July 

this awesome foursome will stage an unprecedented collaborative exhibition at Bleeding Heart Gallery 

within the iconic School of Arts building in Brisbane City, transforming the building’s beautiful heritage 

walls into imaginative dreamscapes of colour and creativity. 

 

The once-in-a-lifetime collaboration sees the uniquely appealing artists merge a broad range of styles, 

techniques and topics into one solid and electrifying body of deeply inspired work.  The Dream Travels 

Exhibition features new pieces from each of the highly regarded artists, as well as several extraordinary 

collaborative pieces which feature all four artists, conceived during extensive ‘jam sessions’ where up to 

three artists worked on one canvas simultaneously.   

 

This vibrant group of artists have conceptualised a powerful exhibition inspired by their individual journeys 

and dreams, as well as their strong connection as kindred spirits. The pieces explore the dream world 

beyond waking life whilst connecting topics as vast as quantum theory and metaphysics, sacred geometry, 

astral projection, reincarnation and ancient spirituality. 

 

The Dream Travellers exhibition is not your average group show.  It is a rare, one-off collaboration of 

unique works and creative manifestations by four of Brisbane’s most exciting, yet vastly different artists.  As 

well as touching on deep concepts, the pieces incorporate many artistic techniques and mediums such as 

acrylics, water colours, aerosol, paint pen, house paint and inks, and utensils from brushes and rollers to 

cosmetics bottles and stencils. 

 

Sofles, who is considered by many in the art world as one of the most talented aerosol artists on the planet, 

first emerged into the public spot light when he was the centre of a high-profile court case, charged with 36 

counts of vandalism, at the Brisbane Supreme court – a building he was later commissioned to paint!  Since 

the case he has focused all his energy on pursuing a legitimate career in the arts, which has led him to 

painting 100s, if not 1000s of murals across Australia and all over the world and exhibit across the country, 

in Europe, LA and New York.  
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Maryanne Oliver has also exhibited throughout Australia and all over the world - from Hong Kong to Los 

Angeles.  She is a regular featured illustrator for Amelia Magazine (UK) and last year illustrated designs for 

Bryce Aime, Andrew Majtenyi, Belle Sauvage and Charlie Le Mindu shows as part of London Fashion Week.  

Maryanne’s Brisbane shows are a rare treat, and always highly anticipated.  She has exhibited at The Fort, 

Joshua Levi Gallery, and as a 12-month artist-in-residence at Southbank’s RAW Gallery.  From 2006 - 2009 

Maryanne’s work hung in the exclusive ‘Tiffany Jones Fine Art’ in Buderim, alongside distinguished 

Australian artists such as Pro Hart, Norman Lindsey and Maragret Olley.  Maryanne is extremely excited to 

unveil the works she and her new ‘soul brothers’ have prepared for Brisbane. 

 

Accomplished curator, artworker and artist Pete Gorrie (Yuin Huz) has facilitated over 30 exhibitions, most 

during his time as a Director of The Fort Gallery.  Now, after a 6 month break from the gallery scene he is 

back and hugely excited to work with Bleeding Heart Gallery and some of his favourite Brisbane artists. “I 

have worked with each of these artists at different times, but working together has been truly amazing.  I 

have the utmost respect for each of them and their unique styles and personalities and believe that 

working on this show together has helped us to create groundbreaking work beyond our own 

expectations.” Pete said. 

 

These four hugely talented and distinguished artists invite the public to experience firsthand the 

culmination of creative forces that make up this powerful collection.  The Dream Travels exhibition opens at 

6pm on 22 July and runs until 1 August 2011 at Bleeding Heart Gallery, 166 Ann Street, Brisbane.    

 

Media contact: 

Kelly Timmons 

Phone: 0415 105 299 

Email: art@thefort.org.au 

 

See also: 

www.sofles.com 

www.maryanneoliver.carbonmade.com  

www.bleedingheart.com 

 

 

High resolution images associated with The Dream Travels Exhibition are available on request. 


